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Context

Field Adult education

Main Objective Innovation

Duration 24 months

Start Date 2021-03-01

End Date 2023-02-28

Key Action KA227 - Partnerships for Creativity

National Agency of 

the Applicant 

Organisation

CY01 Foundation for the Management of 

European 

Lifelong Learning Programmes
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Project Presentation

The aim of the ENVISION project is to actively support stakeholders and professionals of the Culture and

Creativity Sectors (CCS), through the development of entrepreneurial skills and digital competencies, in order

to ensure resilience and recovery during the present or future crisis.

To achieve that, it will deliver:

ENVISION – Culture and Creativity Sectors’ Entrepreneurship Empowerment in the Digital Era is a highly 

innovative 24-month project, co-funded by the Erasmus+ programme of the European Union, starting on the 1st of 

March 2021 and estimated to be completed on the 28th of February 2023.
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Project Presentation

ENVISION project is designed

• to actively support the development of entrepreneurial skills and competences of people pertaining to the

CCS

• To provide a crowdsourcing platform that will be designed, and will give the opportunity to the project's target

group to benefit from innovative training embedded in the digital era.

• To create a platform addressed to Small-Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and start-ups, as well as individuals

(independent users) of the CCS, aiming to bring together all sorts of entities and beneficiaries of these

sectors, leaving no one behind.

Specifically, it will be a virtual accelerator for the work of all users, providing innovative digital practices, tools

and the necessary know-how that seems to be severely lacking from the CCS, in order for their recovery and

resilience to be guaranteed. So, the project with its acceleration program will actively support cultural

entrepreneurs in the partners' countries, encouraging inclusion. In other words, the Intellectual Outputs which

will be developed will be carefully aligned with all the selected priorities, addressing the identified-by-the-

consortium absence of adequate tools covering the deficits of the CCS in skills and competences , as well as

their dire need for novel and innovative digital learning practices, which will help them cope with the COVID

and post-COVID digitalized life and working environment.
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Target Groups

The target groups are:

• CCS SMEs and start-ups, and individual entrepreneurs

• Students and researchers in various cultural-art fields

• Everyone interested in the services of the virtual accelerator for the CCS

• Cultural organisations wishing to adopt new and innovative ways of

offering cultural products and/or services

• All stakeholders that can be actively involved to the project’s

implementation and development as well as to the transmission of its

ideas

A number of reasons render the transnational implementation of this project

necessary: the consequences of the pandemic are ubiquitous and do not

make exceptions, so multiple countries should benefit from it; the need for

the development of skills/competences and innovative practices is identified

in all partner countries, so this consortium will serve as a multiplier; the

delivery of such an demanding project which calls for specific and vast

expertise, calls also for diversified approaches and practices, guaranteed

only through transnational cooperation
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Intellectual Outputs

ID Leading Organisation Output Title
Starting 

Period

O1 Wisefour Ltd
Mapping the needs and requirements of the CSS in

the partner countries
03-2021

O2 Foundation Development of the online accelerating platform for

CCS stakeholders
10-2021

O3 CulturePolis Content development for an e-training toolkit of

consulting & mentoring services for cultural

entrepreneurs

02-2022

O5 Progeu Design & development of a Crowdfunding

mechanism for cultural entrepreneurs
05-2022
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IO1: Mapping the needs and requirements of the CCS 
in the partner countries

Tasks completed (Milestones)

● Development of the CCS Ecosystem Mapping Reports

● Development/Distribution of the Questionnaires

● Development of the Questionnaire Findings Reports

● Experience Engineering Workshop

● Development of the final IO1 Report
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IO2: Development of the online accelerating platform 
for CCS stakeholders

Start Date: 01/10/2021                  End Date: 31/01/2023

IO Leader: Found.ation

• Module 1: Crowdsourcing module

• Module 2: Best practices presentation

• Module 3: Community building tool

• Module 4: E-course/online training sessions
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IO2: Development of the online accelerating platform 
for CCS stakeholders

The platform will also provide the following possibilities:

• Hosting multiple online discussions between users

• User friendly presentation

• Comments supporting on texts, articles etc.

• Consultation module between users

• Online training sessions / toolkit
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IO2: Development of the online accelerating platform 
for CCS stakeholders

Potential beneficiaries/users of the platform are:

• CCS SMEs and start-ups, and individual entrepreneurs
• Students and researchers in various cultural-art fields
• Everyone interested in the services of the virtual accelerator for the

CCS
• Cultural organizations wishing to adopt new and innovative ways of

offering cultural products and/or services
• All stakeholders that can be actively involved to the project’s

implementation and development as well as to the transmission of its
ideas
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IO2: Development of the online accelerating platform 
for CCS stakeholders

• Module 1: Crowdsourcing module

Crowdsourcing in the CCS can involve making contributions to creative
projects or outsourcing micro-tasks linked to a project such as a new
workflow or business model.

The platform will support a relative crowdsourcing module to facilitate co-
creation and collaboration between members.

Found.ation is responsible for delivering Module 1.
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IO2: Development of the online accelerating platform 
for CCS stakeholders

• Module 2: Best practices presentation

Presentation of already recorded best practices across partner countries,
concerning innovative ways of starting a creative enterprise and/or
designing and offering innovative cultural products and services.

Each partner will provide Found.ation with a list of best practices, which
will eventually formulate Module 2.
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IO2: Development of the online accelerating platform 
for CCS stakeholders

• Module 3: Community building tool

All users (cultural entrepreneurs), after registration, will be able to
participate with their own content to it (comments, texts etc.). There will
also be the possibility to participate in thematic forums, after registration.
In order to be uploaded, the content should be approved by the
administrators. The module aims to create a cultural entrepreneurs’ and
start- uppers’ community.

Found.ation is responsible for delivering Module 3.
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IO2: Development of the online accelerating platform 
for CCS stakeholders

• Module 4: E-course/Online training sessions

Online training sessions with free access for all users.

It will be delivered with the input of all partners, after the completion of
the rest of the IOs.
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IO3: Content development for an e-training toolkit of 
consulting & mentoring services for cultural entrepreneurs

Start Date: 01/02/2022                  End Date: 30/09/2022

IO Leader: CulturePolis

A digital training toolkit will be designed, developed and uploaded on the
project’s platform providing information to cultural entrepreneurs and
start-uppers. The accelerator training
toolkit will contain information on the following sections:
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IO3: Content development for an e-training toolkit of 
consulting & mentoring services for cultural entrepreneurs

• Section 1: Entrepreneurship in creative industries: Tips for starting a 
cultural enterprise or start-up in the digital era

• Section 2: Fundraising and sponsoring of creative projects

• Section 3: The networking toolbox for cultural entrepreneurs - a 
practical guide for easy networking

• Section 4: The use of ICTs in the creative industries: innovative tools 
and techniques
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IO3: Content development for an e-training toolkit of 
consulting & mentoring services for cultural entrepreneurs

• Section 5: Art industry and Social Media

• Section 6: Tool Box for Marketing Your Creative Business on the 
market

CulturePolis (IO3 Leader) will deliver part of the IO3 content and
coordinate the rest of the partners for delivering their contribution to
different sections, mainly Infodef and Stichting Crealisatie.
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ENVISION Website

projectenvision.eu
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ENVISION Website

projectenvision.eu

The visitor can find out more

information about the project’s aim

and objectives, the consortium, as

well as all the relevant news

(newsletters, press releases,

leaflets) that have been published

thus far regarding the

implementation and intellectual

outputs.
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ENVISION Website

projectenvision.eu

There is also a Latest News 

Section where one can be 

updated on the latest project 

results, news and 

dissemination activities of 

the project.

Latest article: Mapping the 

Needs and Requirements of 

the CCS In the Partner 

countries – The Necessity of 

Crowdfunding in the 

Promotion and Support of 

CCS



Crowdfunding and Crowdsourcing 
mechanisms
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Crowdfunding and Crowdsourcing 
Mechanisms

How will the project actively help artists and CCS stakeholders?

It will create the first pan-European

platform which will contain a

collective mass of crowdfunding

and crowdsourcing sites, to help

artists attract funding from a variety

of sources, as well as be assigned

with different jobs as per their

interest and specialty, from all over

the world.
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Kickstarter: maintains a global crowdfunding platform focused on

creativity. As of 2021, Kickstarter is the leader of the

crowdfunding businesses for the creative industry.

Indiegogo is another very important crowdfunding platform

specializing in tech products as well as art and innovation

projects.

Patreon: Patreon has gained a lot of users especially during the

pandemic, as it provides a crowdfunding source for creative

professionals. Youtubers are also benefiting from this platform a

lot.

GoFundme: Gofundme is a popular crowdfunding platform

focusing but not limiting itself to the crowdfunding of events,

projects and challenging conditions.

Artistshare: another leading creative project service for

entrepreneurial artists, launched in 2003.

Examples of Crowdfunding Platforms
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Any questions?

Thank you for 
your attention

lina@wisefour.eu

+30 210 7561550

Wisefour Ltd |Lina Bitsakaki


